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Chapter 2771: Fighting Against Zhao Ding! 

“Is Guo Huai a pig? A living person actually fumbled until he reached the transmission array, and Guo 

Huai didn’t even discover him!” Within the Pill Alliance’s main hall, Li Changsheng appeared somewhat 

exasperated. 

With the transmission array being destroyed, they were unable to support in time no matter how fast 

they were. 

By the time they rushed to Bright Sun Branch, there was only a dilapidated mountain pass gate left there 

already. 

Bright Sun Branch being leveled to the ground, this was not just the loss of a branch. 

The greater significance was affecting the rule of the Pill Alliance! 

It was not that the Five Great Heavenly Regions did not have Saint Sovereign Heavens. It was just that 

these people were all deterred by the Pill Alliance’s might and did not dare to take any action. That was 

all. 

But now, Ye Yuan’s face-slapping action already shook the foundation of the Pill Alliance’s rule. 

Once danger erupted all-round, it would not be easy to control! 

Below, a group of Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were silent like cicadas in winter, not daring to 

make a sound. 

Each and every one of them was extremely shocked too! 

No one expected that Ye Yuan could actually fumble his way to where the transmission array was 

located without a sound. 

One had to know, in this process, Ye Yuan had to face the mountain protecting grand array, had to face 

countless patrolling powerhouses, and even had to face many trigger restrictions. 

Any slip-ups and it would be impossible to accomplish. 

Yet, Ye Yuan did it! 

“Search for me! Even if you dig three feet below the ground, you also have to find this punk for this 

chief!” Li Changsheng said with a cold yell. 

“This … General Alliance, that brat is all alone by himself and also proficient in spatial rule, he … can’t be 

found at all! After that boy destroyed the Bright Sun Branch, he completely vanished. We’ve already 

sent people out, but there isn’t any news at all!” 

The one who spoke was the Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse that was in charge of the Pill Alliance’s 

information gathering. He also had a massive headache now. 
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Ye Yuan destroyed the Bright Sun Branch all alone by himself. Randomly burrowing into some mountain 

or forest, it would be like searching for a needle in a haystack for them. 

Unless Ye Yuan willingly exposed himself, otherwise, they had no way of taking action at all. 

Li Changsheng’s expression turned cold, and he said in a solemn voice, “Then you all stay in the 

transmission array passageways for me! As long as that punk shows his face, everyone immediately 

provides assistance! If there are any more accidents, you all will be held accountable!” 

… … 

A month later, Ye Yuan’s figure appeared in the sky above Martial Secure Branch again. 

He was even carrying the dead-dog-like Guo Huai in his hand. 

In this one month’s time, Ye Yuan had been preparing to transcend the tribulation! 

He had confidence in transcending the tribulation, but he must prepare amply. 

“H-Hahaha,?little bastard, see if you still don’t die this time!” Guo Huai had blood in his mouth as he 

laughed miserably. 

In this one month, he had been by Ye Yuan’s side. That sort of vague sense of danger made him close to 

despair. 

Even he, this outsider, felt the horrifying crisis. 

It went even more without saying for Ye Yuan himself. 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan ignored him and directly threw Guo Huai to the ground, kicking up a cloud of dust. 

He even conveniently sealed his throat, making him unable to speak. 

“Zhao Ding, come out and prepare to die!” Ye Yuan shouted loudly. 

Swoosh! 

Zhao Ding appeared in front of Ye Yuan right away. 

Seeing Guo Huai’s miserable appearance, the corners of Zhao Ding’s mouth could not help twitching 

slightly. 

Guo Huai was very strong. Breaking through to middle Saint Sovereign Heaven in the future was virtually 

a sure bet. 

Now, he was actually directly crippled. 

“Ye Yuan, you actually still dare to come!” Zhao Ding said in a solemn voice. 

“Is there anywhere in this world that I don’t dare to go to? Since I came once, I naturally dare to come a 

second time. What can you do to me?” Ye Yuan said coolly. 



Zhao Ding smiled coldly and said, “In front of this exalt, you can only cover your head and scurry away! 

You’re merely a gutless coward!” 

Ye Yuan was goading Ye Yuan, buying time. 

During this period of time, all the Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses had been guarding beside the 

transmission arrays. 

When he came out just now, he had already sent the news out. 

Right now, all of the Pill Alliance’s Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were currently gathering over 

here. 

As long as Ye Yuan was surrounded, even if he had exceedingly formidable abilities, he would definitely 

die beyond a doubt too! 

Ye Yuan seemed to be unable to stand the goading and said with a cold smile, “Such a clumsy goading 

technique, do you think that I can’t tell??Huhu,?today, I’ll fight with you! So what if middle Saint 

Sovereign Heaven?” 

Zhao Ding laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Brat, you dare to face this exalt head-on?! This 

exalt will kill you in ten exchanges!” 

Facing Ye Yuan, he did not dare to shoot his mouth off either. 

Ye Yuan’s movement technique was too fierce. Even in a frontal battle, he could forget about killing Ye 

Yuan in a few moves. 

To be able to make Zhao Ding say such words, the Martial Secure Branch also exclaimed in amazement 

at Ye Yuan’s strength. 

One had to know, Jade Sovereign heavens were like ants in front of a middle Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

However, seeing that Ye Yuan did not have the intention of escaping, Zhao Ding was overjoyed in his 

heart. 

This brat really had no idea of death or danger! 

There was no need to have too many. As long as five Saint Sovereign Heavens arrived, even if Ye Yuan 

had spatial rule, he could forget about escaping too! 

Zhao Ding was secretly rejoicing, but Guo Huai in front of the mountain pass gates was struggling 

endlessly. 

He wanted to inform Zhao Ding to hurry up and retreat. But he struggled until his face turned 

completely red, and he could not speak either. 

At present, he was already a cripple. No one from the Pill Alliance came to acknowledge him. He could 

only be anxious but unable to do anything. 



“Huhu,?is that so? Zhao Ding, you and I have a deep enmity like the sea. Today, I’ll kill you in front of 

Martial Secure’s mountain pass gates to pay homage to the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s dead souls 

that had passed on!” 

Ye Yuan had his palm out. The Myriad Realms Mountain already appeared in his hand. 

Feeling the powerful undulations coming off of the Myriad Realms Mountain, Zhao Ding revealed a 

solemn expression too. 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan was not long-winded either, arriving not far from Zhao Ding with a flash, his movement 

technique even faster than thought! 

“True Soul Explosion!” 

Ye Yuan roared loudly, casting an origin divinity attack straight away. 

Buzz! 

Zhao Ding was on guard long ago and already activated the Vajra Dharma Body. 

But, even so, his origin divinity still felt the explosion-like attack, his entire person coming to a standstill 

for an instant. 

What Ye Yuan wanted was this instant! 

At this time, the Myriad Realms Mountain in his hand had already accumulated momentum and was 

awaiting release. 

At the first moment he executed the origin divinity attack, it smashed toward Zhao Ding. 

After a momentary lapse, an intense sense of crisis welled up in Zhao Ding’s heart. 

Virtually instinctively, he escaped into the void. 

Boom! 

The place where Zhao Ding was standing, the void exploded! 

The terrifying undulation shocked the Martial Secure Branch’s disciples until they fell flat on their backs. 

And at the same time, Ye Yuan’s expression changed greatly too, an extremely dangerous aura coming 

from behind. 

He immediately escaped into the void without turning his head back. 

Bang! 

The place where Ye Yuan was standing exploded with a loud bang! 

Ye Yuan tasted sweetness in his throat and immediately spurted a mouthful of fresh blood, already 

sustaining serious injuries. 

A jade ornament emitted a faint light in Zhao Ding’s hand. 



This jade ornament was precisely a grandmist treasure! 

Zhao Ding had long already hidden the jade ornament in the void in order to plot against Ye Yuan. 

After Ye Yuan came over, he suddenly launched a sneak attack. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan’s reaction was extremely fast. Otherwise, he would have directly kicked the bucket 

with this! 

However, Zhao Ding felt awful too. 

His aura was very disorderly. Clearly, he had suffered light injuries too. 

Even if he evaded the Myriad Realms Mountain’s blow, the power of a grade two grandmist treasure 

transmitted into the void too, injuring Zhao Ding. 

It was just that the two people’s realms were different. Their defensive strength naturally had a great 

disparity too. 

In the time it took for sparks to fly off a piece of flint, the two people exchanged a blow. 

They were evenly matched! 
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At virtually the same time, the two people stuffed a heavenly pill into their mouths. 

The two people’s injuries were rapidly recovering. 

The Pill Alliance never lacked heavenly pills. 

After Ye Yuan ended the Bright Sun Branch, he seized a large batch of heavenly medicines and heavenly 

pills too. 

At this time, his wallet plumped up again. 

“Middle Saint Sovereign Heaven, merely thus!” Ye Yuan looked at Zhao Ding, smilingly coldly without 

ceasing. 

Zhao Ding’s expression was ugly as he said with a cold snort, “Merely borrowing an external force, that’s 

all! What’s there to be smug about? The power of a grade two grandmist treasure is great, but how 

many times can you deploy it?” 

He was unyielding verbally, but Zhao Ding’s back broke out into a cold sweat. 

Ye Yuan’s origin divinity attack was too strong. Even he had a momentary lapse too. 

Just now, the combined attack of Ye Yuan’s spatial rule, origin divinity attack, plus Myriad Realms 

Mountain, was swift until it made people feel asphyxiated. 

If he was slower by half a beat, he would have been crushed into minced meat by the Myriad Realms 

Mountain currently. 
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“Wouldn’t you know if you try it out for yourself? Today, either you die or I perish!” 

Ye Yuan laughed coldly, his figure moving out again. 

Boom! 

The void trembled again! 

The terrifying aftershock directly shocked everyone. Some low-level disciples could already detect it 

even from afar. There were three Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse who had already arrived but 

remained in hiding. They did not show themselves. 

He smiled coldly in his heart but was unmoved on the surface, dealing with Zhao Ding. 

Ye Yuan deployed the Myriad Realms Mountain. His energy was being rapidly consumed. 

But before coming, he had already prepared enough heavenly pills. 

Swallowing true grade heavenly pills crazily in the midst of fierce fighting to make up for the fierce 

consumption of divine essence. 

Seeing Ye Yuan eating so many true grade heavenly pills like candy, Zhao Ding cursed heavily in his heart 

too. 

Too freaking extravagant! 

Even in the Pill Alliance, grade four true grade heavenly pills were extremely precious things too. 

In the Pill Alliance, there were really not many who could refine grade four true grade heavenly pills. 

Furthermore, the success rate was extremely low. 

Especially this kind of consumable-type true grade heavenly pill, the distribution was extremely strict. 

Nobody could utilize grade four heavenly pills as efficiently as Ye Yuan, and there was naturally no one 

who was so extravagant too. 

As for Zhao Ding, he was a Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses himself and needed to consume grade 

five heavenly pills. 

True grade was a luxury. 

Even Alliance Chief Li Changsheng could not refine it either. 

Grade five heavenly pills were naturally even more precious because of heavenly medicines. 

Even Zhao Ding did not have many grade five heavenly pills on him either. 

The two people exchanged more than ten rounds in a row, shocking until the entire Martial Secure 

Branch was trembling incessantly. 

Ye Yuan was dyed in blood from head to toe. Zhao Ding was no better as well. 

The power of the Myriad Realms Mountain was too strong. Even if it was being swept by the aftershock, 

his injuries were not light either. 



He was not as extravagant as Ye Yuan, eating true grade heavenly pills like candy. He could only rely on 

himself to forcefully resist. 

And unknowingly, 13 Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses already gathered in the Martial Secure 

Branch! 

Apart from the Bright Sun Branch, the other branches’ alliance chiefs have all arrived. 

Each and every one of them was also dumbstruck with shock when they saw these two people’s battle. 

“This guy ... if he were to keep fighting like this, he could exhaust Zhao Ding to death!” 

“Are true grade heavenly pills so worthless?” 

“It was indeed an incomparably correct decision for the General Alliance to want to destroy the Pill 

Pavilion back then! Otherwise, now, our Pill Alliance likely won’t have the day where we can hold our 

heads up anymore! This kid has likely already surpassed the General Alliance in Alchemy Dao!” 

... ... 

These Pill Alliance’s Saint Sovereign heavens, there were many who were grade five heavenly 

alchemists. 

They knew that grade four heavenly medicines were not cabbages. 

Even if it was these conventional heavenly medicines, they were very precious too. 

The fact that Ye Yuan could take out so many true grade heavenly pills, it could only mean that his 

utilization of heavenly medicines was extremely high! 

They all, these grade five heavenly alchemists, and even the Alliance Head Li Changsheng, had to bow 

down in defeat in front of Ye Yuan too. 

While talking, 13 Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses already completed the encirclement against Ye 

Yuan. 

Boom! 

The two people exchanged more than ten moves frenziedly. Zhao Ding finally could not hold on 

anymore and spurted a mouthful of fresh blood wildly. 

The current Zhao Ding had a disorderly aura, in a state of disarray. 

Ye Yuan swallowed a few heavenly pills, his aura recovering rapidly. Looking at Zhao Ding from a 

distance, he sneered and said, “It’s been 15 moves. You failed to kill me but got seriously injured by me 

instead! Huhu, where has your boasting previously gone to now?” 

Zhao Ding suddenly let out a wild laugh and said, “Brat, you’re very strong! But do you think that this 

exalt would have a fair fight with you? All come on out!” 

The void trembled, more than ten powerful auras stepped out into the air. 

After these people appeared, their auras locked onto Ye Yuan from afar. 



As long as Ye Yuan moved, they would deal a fatal blow! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned sharp, discovering an acquaintance in the crowd. 

Huangfu Cloudthink! 

Back then, Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s Sect Master Feng Xuanyi died precisely at his hands. 

He did not expect that after not seeing for a hundred years, Huangfu Cloudthink already broke through 

to the realm of Saint Sovereign Heaven too! 

But thinking about it, there was nothing strange too. 

What the Pill Alliance lacked the least was heavenly pills. 

A half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven was all too normal. 

Feeling Ye Yuan’s gaze, Huangfu Cloudthink smiled and said, “Long time no see, Ye Yuan! I really didn’t 

expect that after not seeing for a hundred years, you actually already possess the strength to kill Saint 

Sovereign Heavens! However, it’s useless! The Pill Alliance’s strength is beyond your imagination! You’re 

presently all alone by yourself without any backing. Just based on a bit of hot-blooded courage, you still 

want to seek revenge?” 

Clearly, Huangfu Cloudthink felt that he had already cornered Ye Yuan and did not care about Ye Yuan’s 

gaze at all. 

It was just that he did not notice that amidst the dust in the distant mountain, a figure was currently 

burning with anxiety. 

He wanted to speak but could not. 

These dozen over Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses had already fallen into a huge crisis without 

knowing! 

Ye Yuan looked at Huangfu Cloudthink and said with a cold smile, “Huhu, you came just in time! Today, I 

can round you all up in one fell swoop!” 

Huangfu Cloudthink shook his head and could not help laughing as he said, “Ye Yuan, you’re very strong; 

you’re also extremely talented! But you’re too eager for revenge! If you cultivated to middle Saint 

Sovereign Heaven, you might have hope for revenge. But now, facing so many Saint Sovereign Heavens, 

you dare to say to round us all up in one fell swoop too?” 

One of the alliance chiefs said disdainfully, “Huhu, a fool who overestimates his own ability! A puny little 

Jade Sovereign Heaven really thinks that by relying on a grade two grandmist treasure, he’ll be able to 

get revenge?” 

“Alliance Head is on his way too. His methods are simply beyond your imagination! Alliance Head 

already said to leave you to him! You, prepare to bear Alliance Head’s wrath!” 

... ... 

In the eyes of these alliance chiefs, Ye Yuan’s words were simply laughably childish. 



A measly little Jade Sovereign Heaven actually dared to threaten so many Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

So what if he possessed a grade two grandmist treasure? 

So what if he could jump realms and battle? 

The Pill Alliance did not have just one Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Let alone that there was also an unfathomable Li Changsheng! 

“Hahaha ...” 

Ye Yuan looked at the group of Saint Sovereign Heavens that was posturing and could not resist bursting 

into laughter. 

“On your deathbed and you still can laugh!” Zhao Ding snickered and said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Deathbed? Haha, yeah, you guys are on your deathbeds, and you’re actually 

still in the mood to posture here. I really can’t refrain from finding it hilarious! Guo Huai, you come and 

tell them. Are they facing imminent death or not?” 

As he said, Ye Yuan fired out a stream of divine essence, and Guo Huai’s seal was immediately released. 

The Saint Sovereign Heavens present had baffled faces. 

They really did not notice Guo Huai. 

After Guo Huai was released from the seal, he shouted with all his strength, “RUN! QUICKLY RUN! HE’S 

GOING TO TRANSCEND SAINT SOVEREIGN DAO TRIBULATION ...” 
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Run?! 

These Saint Sovereign Heavens had baffled faces. 

Transcend Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation? 

This guy wouldn’t have been beaten silly by Ye Yuan, right? 

What Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation would a Jade Sovereign Heaven be transcending? 

“Guo Huai, you go and take a rest. Your head is beaten until it’s spoiled!” 

“Ye Yuan, he said that you’re going to transcend Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation. Why don’t you 

transcend it and broaden our horizons?” 

“Hahaha?…” 

The Saint Sovereign Heavens laughed loudly without ceasing. 

They could tell that Guo Huai had already completely become a cripple and could not be saved anymore. 

If it were not for this, they also would not have failed to discover Guo Huai until now. 
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There was naturally no one who dared to make fun of a powerhouse. 

But now … no one would care about him. 

When Guo Huai heard everyone’s derision, he struggled endlessly on the ground in a panic and roared 

wildly, “He’s really going to transcend tribulation! When he fought with me, he was going to break 

through already! The reason why he wanted to suppress his realm is to lure you guys out and use the 

Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation to perish together with you all! Fools! Why haven’t you hurry up and 

run!” 

Hearing Guo Huai’s roar at the top of his voice, some people started frowning. 

Those present were not fools. Although what Guo Huai said was inconceivable, it still aroused some 

people’s vigilance. 

Previously, they all felt that Ye Yuan was too impulsive, coming to seek revenge after acquiring a 

precious treasure. 

But thinking carefully now, something did not seem to be quite right. 

However, Ye Yuan did not let them hesitate for too long. 

“Huhu,?since you guys want to broaden your horizons, then … I’ll satisfy you all!” 

At this moment, he completely released his realm suppression. A horrifying aura shot straight to the sky! 

Auspicious omens orbited above the void! 

But at the same time, tribulation clouds that made people’s hearts palpitate soon condensed. 

Crisis! 

Huge crisis! 

The Dao tribulation aura coming from above the sky made their expressions change abruptly. 

The Saint Sovereign Heavens present, apart from a minority, had virtually all transcended Saint 

Sovereign Dao Tribulations before. 

But no one among them had ever brought down such a terrifying Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation! 

Lightning was hidden above the clouds. They already felt asphyxiated! 

“This … This is really the Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation! How is this possible!” 

“He has incurred Heaven’s envy! This Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation will definitely be earth-

shattering!” 

“What a terrifying aura, I feel like … I almost can’t breathe anymore!” 

“Just how many law tribulations did this guy call down …” 

… … 

In reality, Ye Yuan was also greatly surprised by the power of this Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation. 



The terrifying aura coming from above the ninth heaven also shocked him quite a bit. 

“Roar!” 

“Roar!” 

“Roar!” 

An illusion true dragon was traversing back and forth above the ninth heaven. 

The blood in Ye Yuan’s body all started boiling at this moment. 

In virtually an instant, his fleshy body directly crossed this major hurdle and reached the realm of Saint 

Sovereign Heaven. 

While his divine essence also skyrocketed at this moment! 

Ye Yuan’s inner world seemed to have fused into one with heaven and earth at this moment! 

One Great Dao rule after another was displayed in front of Ye Yuan. 

Breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven was a sublimation and also a great lucky chance! 

At the time of the breakthrough, it was an opportunity to come into contact with Heavenly Dao at close 

range. 

This feeling was indescribably mysterious. 

Ye Yuan felt that his soul had completely sublimated! 

What it brought was a surge in strength! 

“Damn it! How can this boy be so monstrous! Bringing down Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation when 

breaking through? It’s unheard of since ancient times! Quickly run! What are you still in a daze for?” 

Zhao Ding bellowed, his figure suddenly disappearing from where he was! 

Only then did the others recover from the shock, feeling a chill run down their spines. 

Without the slightest hesitation, everyone fled swiftly at the same time! 

“Only know how to run now? Too late!” 

It was only to see Ye Yuan take a step out, catching up to Huangfu Cloudthink virtually in an instant! 

Huangfu Cloudthink’s head went buzzing, and he was completely dazed! 

Freaking hell, don’t chase me! 

He wished to give himself two tight slaps now. 

Why did he provoke Ye Yuan earlier? Why did he have to attract attention among so many Saint 

Sovereign Heavens? 

If he had kept a lower profile, maybe Ye Yuan would not have chosen him! 



But it was too late to say anything now! 

It was because the Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation had already descended! 

Crack! 

A bolt of lightning cut across the sky as if splitting the sky into two! 

Ye Yuan felt his scalp tingle too. Without the slightest hesitation, he took out the Myriad Realms 

Mountain. 

Boom! 

Lightning fell, an indiscriminate attack! 

The attack range of this lightning tribulation was extremely broad. Those Saint Sovereign Heavens had 

not escaped very far and were directly squeezed out of the void by the oppression of Great Dao. 

“Puu, puu, puu …” 

Even if they were not in the center of the storm, the group of Saint Sovereign Heavens also felt their 

mind trembling heavily, fresh blood spurting wildly from their mouths. 

The Huangfu Cloudthink, who was nearest to Ye Yuan, was miserable. 

He did not enter Saint Sovereign Heaven for a long time to begin with. His strength was not considered 

very strong in Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

This strike directly knocked him down from midair. 

Only to see fresh blood rushing out of his mouth wildly like a waterfall. 

While on this side, the faint earth-yellow halo emitted from the Myriad Realms Mountain wrapped Ye 

Yuan up. 

Boom! 

Lightning fell. Ye Yuan was directly slammed underground like a cannonball. 

Ye Yuan felt his eyes spin, his entire person feeling like his skeletal frame had fallen apart. 

The power of this Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation was a little too strong. 

However, he had the protection of the Myriad Realms Mountain and was much better than Huangfu 

Cloudthink. 

Huangfu Cloudthink did not die, but his entire person was curled up on the ground, twitching 

incessantly. 

With one strike, he only had half his life remaining. 

Zhao Ding took a look at the void in astonishment and then looked at Ye Yuan, muttering under his 

breath, “N-Nine laws Dao tribulation!” 

“Nine laws Dao tribulation! It’s the legendary nine laws Dao tribulation! F*cking hell, too terrifying!” 



“This boy actually brought down nine laws Dao tribulation!” 

“Quickly run! If you’re caught up to by this brat, you’ll be dead for sure!” 

… … 

In Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness, Mi Tian was cursing Ye Yuan heavily too, saying, “You scoundrelly 

brat, you’re messing around too much! Who transcends a nine laws Dao tribulation like you? Do you not 

want your freaking life anymore?” 

Mi Tian suddenly felt that this boy might just torment him to death one day. 

His dream of returning home likely could not come true anymore! 

“That … What’s nine law Dao tribulation?” Ye Yuan said blankly. 

He really had no concept of Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation. 

Mi Tian snorted coldly and said, “That lightning tribulation just now, how many kinds of rule undulations 

did you feel?” 

Ye Yuan was taken aback and said, “It seems to be … nine!” 

The reason why the lightning tribulation earlier was terrifying was that it fused nine kinds of power of 

rules! 

Ye Yuan wielded the Myriad Realms Mountain. Logically speaking, transcending the Saint Sovereign Dao 

Tribulation was like playing. 

But now, he was seriously wounded with one strike. 

Clearly, this Dao tribulation was extraordinary! 

“The first time ordinary Saint Sovereign Heavens transcend their tribulation, what they bring down is all 

one law Dao tribulations! Some stronger ones will bring down two laws Dao tribulations. Even in a major 

sect like the Labyrinth Divine Palace, the top Saint Sovereign Heaven disciples can at most only bring 

down seven laws or eight laws Dao tribulations too. You actually … f*cking brought down nine laws! 

Nine is the extreme of numbers, each Saint Sovereign Dao tribulation, the power of rules that descends 

won’t exceed this number. But, those who reach this number are all monsters among monsters, 

prodigies that even Heavenly Dao is jealous of! You scoundrel, you really incurred Heaven’s envy!” 

Mi Tian gnashed his teeth hatefully and could not refrain from swearing. 

He knew that this boy was monstrous but did not think that he was monstrous until such a degree! 
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When he got the news, Li Changsheng was currently cultivating. 

He sneered coldly in response to this. 

Young people really can’t retain composure! 
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Having a bit of strength and he’s already thinking of taking revenge. 

Little did he imagine what kind of character he, Li Changsheng, was! 

To Li Changsheng, he looked down on the Martial Dao powerhouses on this continent. 

This place was merely a wilderness land of Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. 

The people here were backward in their Martial Dao, and their Alchemy Dao withered. 

He came here to save this world! 

Therefore, he wanted to be this continent’s king and be worshiped by thousands! 

A ‘jumping clown’ like Ye Yuan, he did not take him seriously at all. 

He, Li Changsheng, came from one of Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven’s seven great Hegemon level 

holy land, the Extreme Medicine Sect, his alchemy path strength reaching the acme of perfection, and 

his trump cards being numerous. 

A mere ascender, how could he really treat Ye Yuan seriously? 

Li Changsheng’s figure flashed, and he vanished from where he was. 

In the next second, he entered the transmission array. 

… … 

Boom! 

Li Changsheng had just come out of the transmission array and only felt a blur before his eyes. Two 

figures rushed over. 

A horrifying to the extreme heavenly lightning suddenly descended. 

Li Changsheng’s hair stood on its end, a great sense of danger welling up in his heart. 

Without the slightest hesitation, Li Changsheng shuttled through the void immediately. 

But he discovered that the void seemed to be frozen at this moment! 

He was unable to teleport! 

However, he still displayed his movement technique and left where he was at the fastest speed. 

Boom! 

The transmission array exploded with a loud bang! 

Li Changsheng only felt his entire body turn numb. Tasting sweetness at the back of his throat, a mouth 

of blood spurted out. 

F*cking hell, what happened? 

This exalt came to kill people! 



Before I even saw the person, I got injured by an explosion! 

Mn? 

Hang on! This seems to be … a Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation? 

It was even a … nine laws Dao tribulation! 

Li Changsheng shuddered, thinking to himself which great deity was overcoming his tribulation here? 

One had to know, he, this grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven super powerhouse, had only 

transcended eight laws Dao tribulation until now! 

Li Changsheng had overcome a total of four Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulations. Each time, it would 

increase by two laws. 

It was not that there were no nine laws Dao tribulation. But those who could transcend nine laws Dao 

tribulations, they were all super powerhouses among their peers! 

Three laws each time, nine laws on the third time! 

Those who could transcend nine laws Dao tribulation were all the most outstanding figures in Saint 

Sovereign Heaven! 

When did such a powerhouse appear in the Rainclear Continent, he actually did not know? 

The nine laws Dao tribulation that existed in the legends referred to the first Saint Sovereign Dao 

Tribulation. 

But Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses generally overcame more than one tribulation. 

Over a few accumulations, nine laws were still achievable. 

There was no time to think too much. Li Changsheng immediately spread his divine sense out and 

observed the situation. 

The moment he looked, he could not help drawing a cold breath. 

All over the hills and valleys, it was a stretch of scorched earth! 

A figure chased after a group of Saint Sovereign Heavens, scurrying everywhere. 

The scene was chaotic to the extreme. 

Of the 14 Saint Sovereign Heavens, there were only nine left now. 

These nine were also lingering on with one last breath and could not live for long! 

“That’s … Ye Yuan? I-It’s him who’s transcending the Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation? Isn’t he Jade 

Sovereign Heaven? Why did he transcend Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation? Could it be … he brought 

down the Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation the moment he broke through?” 

It was fine if he did not think, but the moment he thought about it, he gave himself a fright! 

Bringing down nine laws Dao tribulation when breaking through, what kind of monster was this? 



Maybe the top-most level monsters among the seven great holy lands had the qualifications to draw 

down nine laws Dao tribulation! 

Could it be that this boy already reached the level of the seven great holy lands’ apex monsters? 

This … How was this possible? 

As a former Hegemon level holy land’s disciple, Li Changsheng knew all too well how terrifying such a 

monster was! 

He had always had a high and mighty attitude towards this continent’s martial artists. 

But now, Ye Yuan actually surpassed him? 

No, using surpass to describe was not appropriate. 

If Ye Yuan was the falcon cleaving the sky, then he was a puddle of mud on the ground! 

Such an existence, as long as they did not die, they were very likely to step into Hegemon Realm in the 

future! 

“Mn??That’s … Li Changsheng? He’s … actually a grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouse!” 

Ye Yuan noticed the ‘fish’ that was implicated just now too. The other party’s movement technique and 

strength far surpassed the others. 

Earlier, Zhao Ding wanted to slip away through the transmission array. In the end, he was caught up to 

by Ye Yuan. 

Right at this time, Li Changsheng came out of the transmission array. 

With this, there was a full collision! 

However, it was spread outside that Li Changsheng was an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven. He did not 

expect that Li Changsheng actually was not! 

This guy already reached grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Ye Yuan secretly rejoiced. Luckily, the Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation was called down. Otherwise, if he 

was not careful, he would really suffer a big loss. 

A grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, the strength was far from what an upper Saint 

Sovereign Heaven could compare to. 

But since he came … then he could accompany him to overcome the tribulation together! 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan lunged and headed to Li Changsheng this side. 

Li Changsheng felt his scalp tingle, and he cursed, “Boy, you’re courting death! This exalt will definitely 

kill you today!” 



As he said, Li Changsheng already displayed his movement technique and fled. 

The power of a nine laws Dao tribulation was too terrifying! 

One should not look at how he had overcome an eight laws Dao tribulation. Nine laws Dao tribulation 

and eight laws Dao tribulation were two totally different concepts! 

Nine was the extremity of numbers! 

Eight laws to nine laws, this was a process of quantitative change to qualitative change! 

However, Ye Yuan already broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven at this time. Him who had 

comprehended Heavenly Dao and combined it with spatial rule, his speed was unbelievably fast! 

Coupled with that Li Changsheng was unable to teleport, Ye Yuan caught up to Li Changsheng in virtually 

a blink of an eye. 

“Li Changsheng, get to know nine laws Dao tribulation! Even you haven’t seen this thing before too, 

right?” Ye Yuan said with a loud laugh. 

At the same time, a bolt of heavenly lightning fell from the ninth heaven! 

Li Changsheng’s expression changed greatly, aware that he could not escape it. 

Ye Yuan’s movement technique was extremely fast. He was only less than 300 feet away from him. 

Li Changsheng did not have time to think too much. A small golden sword in his hand immediately 

dangled above his head. 

A ray of golden light covered his entire body. 

Boom! 

The nine laws heavenly lightning fell. Ye Yuan and Li Changsheng two people were directly blown away. 

Ye Yuan spurted a mouthful of fresh blood wildly and immediately swallowed a true grade heavenly pill. 

This heavenly pill was a true grade heavenly imperial pill, a sacred healing medicine! 

Ye Yuan used heavenly medicines found only on the Myriad Demons Mountain and refined 13. 

Now, he already swallowed eight in order to transcend the tribulation! 

If not for these heavenly pills, he would really be in danger this time! 

After breaking through, grade four heavenly pills, even if they were true grade heavenly pills, was unable 

to quickly recover his injuries anymore too. 

Seeing Ye Yuan swallow a true grade heavenly imperial pill, Li Changsheng’s two eyes turned blood-red. 

This guy was actually able to refine grade four true grade heavenly imperial pills already! 

Swoosh! 



Taking advantage of the fact that the Dao tribulation was still condensing, Li Changsheng forcefully 

suppressed the injuries on his body. Urging the small golden sword in his hand to fly straight for Ye 

Yuan! 

This small golden sword was shockingly a grade two grandmist treasure! 

Ye Yuan was alarmed. There was no time to think too much. He immediately deployed the Myriad 

Realms Mountain and confronted it! 

Boom! 

A terrifying energy burst! 

Ye Yuan was directly blown away, but the small golden sword was bounced back, the golden light 

dimming a lot at once. 

Li Changsheng’s expression changed wildly! 

Similarly a grade two grandmist treasure and yet his small golden sword was actually so much worse 

than the Myriad Realms Mountain! 

“Li Changsheng!” 

Being ambushed, Ye Yuan was instantly enraged. Swallowing another two heavenly pills, he flew straight 

for Li Changsheng. 

And at this time, another bolt of heavenly lightning fell! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2775: Competing in Numbers? 

Boom! 

The place that Li Changsheng was standing exploded with a loud bang. 

The two people were blown away once more. 

The light on Li Changsheng’s small golden sword dimmed once again. 

The corners of his mouth twitched heavily, feeling his flesh hurt. 

A grade two grandmist treasure was not some cabbage! 

After a few Dao tribulations, fine cracks had already appeared on his little golden sword. 

He had the intention of shaking off Ye Yuan, but Ye Yuan did not give him the chance to do so at all. 

He had to drag him into the water at the risk of heavy injuries too. 

While the other Saint Sovereign Heavens secretly heaved a sigh of relief. 

Li Changsheng’s appearance saved their lives. 

Otherwise, now, they would have long died. 
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Nine laws Dao tribulation was too terrifying. Only Li Changsheng could barely manage to withstand it. 

Bolts of tribulations fell. Li Changsheng was bombarded until he bled from all seven orifices, his 

appearance utterly tragic. 

Of course, Ye Yuan was even more miserable than him. 

Even with the protection of the Myriad Realms Mountain, Ye Yuan was still bombarded until flesh and 

blood scattered everywhere, his breathing barely perceptible. 

However, no matter how miserable he was, he had to drag Li Changsheng along too. 

Except, what made Li Changsheng depressed was that his little golden sword already could not almost 

hold on anymore. But the Myriad Realms Mountain’s light seemed to be growing stronger and stronger! 

The Myriad Realms Mountain actually became more and more refined under the bombardment of the 

Dao tribulation! 

This was too … freaking aggravating! 

Similarly a grade two grandmist treasure, but why would it be like this? 

Boom! 

Crack! 

The Dao tribulation fell, the small golden sword directly fragmented! 

Li Changsheng felt as if he heard the sound of his heart shattering. 

“This … Alliance Head’s Lichang Sword actually shattered!” 

“Why is Ye Yuan’s small mountain completely fine? Not only is it fine, but its power also seems to have 

improved even more!” 

“Similarly a grade two grandmist treasure, but why is the difference so big?” 

… … 

The Saint Sovereign Heavens had baffled faces. 

And right at this time, the true dragon illusion above the void gave a long howl, burrowing into Ye Yuan’s 

body. 

The terrifying tribulation clouds dissipated without a trace! 

The nine laws Dao tribulation finally ended! 

“He … He really succeeded in transcending the tribulation!” Guo Huai looked at Ye Yuan and muttered to 

himself. 

This was a nine laws Dao tribulation! 

Not only did this guy not die, he even turned the Pill Alliance upside down. 



Unwillingness! 

Guo Huai carried a strong unwillingness and died … 

“Tsk tsk,?the quality of your grade two grandmist treasure is lacking! Why did it shatter after being 

smitten a few times by Dao tribulation?” Ye Yuan swallowed his last healing heavenly imperial pill and 

shook his head as he said with a sigh. 

These words were very sarcastic. 

The current Li Changsheng had green veins throbbing, glaring with wide eyes. 

If looks could kill, Ye Yuan would have long died a thousand times, ten thousand times over. 

“I’m going to kill you, Ye Yuan!” 

Li Changsheng stepped into the air. An additional long sword appeared in his hand. 

However, this long sword was just a grade one grandmist treasure. 

Li Changsheng released his aura fully, a sword that tore across the air chopped over. 

It was as if the void was being cleaved apart by him! 

An aura of death hit him head-on. 

“Eight Gates Life Extermination Sword!” 

But the current Ye Yuan did not evade, saying with a cold smile, “Having broken through to Saint 

Sovereign Heaven, do you think that … I’d still run? Myriad Realms Mountain, break for me!” 

With a thought, Ye Yuan’s divine essence injected into the Myriad Realms Mountain crazily. 

The Myriad Realms Mountain erupted with rays of brilliant light at once and met with Li Changsheng’s 

sword with a whoosh. 

Boom! 

The sword light directly collapsed and dissipated under the Myriad Realms Mountain’s brutal collision! 

Li Changsheng spurted out a large mouthful of blood with a cough and was actually directly smashed 

flying out! 

Ye Yuan suffered some backlash but was fine. 

Everyone was dumbfounded with shock. 

The Ye Yuan who broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven was actually powerful to such an extent? 

The lower Saint Sovereign Heaven Ye Yuan directly smashed the grand completion Saint Sovereign 

Heaven Li Changsheng flying! 

“Hah,?Li Changsheng, you destroyed my Martial Secure Heavenly Sect! Today, it’s time for a blood feud 

to be paid in blood!” Ye Yuan looked at Li Changsheng and said with a sneer. 



The nine laws Dao tribulation earlier shattered Li Changsheng’s grade two grandmist treasure, causing 

him rather severe injuries. 

Meanwhile, Ye Yuan broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven. Under the nourishment of Heavenly Dao 

and the effect of true grade heavenly pills, his injuries recovered rapidly. 

Furthermore, after the nine laws Dao tribulation’s tempering, the Myriad Realms Mountain became 

even more refined, and its power was even greater! 

When one was weakened, the other would be stronger. Ye Yuan’s strength suppressed the grand 

completion Saint Sovereign Heaven Li Changsheng instead. 

Li Changsheng’s expression was livid. Firing out several talismans from his hands, he shouted coldly, 

“Eight Legions War Generals, show yourselves!” 

Boom! 

Several talismans exploded with a loud bang, forming a spatial passageway. 

Eight figures walked out of the spatial passageway. 

These eight people were all embedded in a golden-yellow armor, imposing and domineering. 

Furthermore, these eight people were actually all the same, middle Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

Some already reached peak middle Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

When Zhao Ding saw this scene, he could not resist letting out a loud laugh as he said, “Ye Yuan, you 

dare to challenge my Pill Alliance! Even if you broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, so what? Could 

it be that you alone are a match for the dozen over of us? Today, you’ll surely die!” 

Zhao Ding was smitten twice by Dao tribulation and was incredibly wretched. 

Fortunately, he had some heavenly pills on him. At this time, his injuries recovered considerably. 

Just now, under the Dao tribulation, six of them died. There were only eight people left now. 

Adding in these Eight Legions War Generals and Li Changsheng, it was 17 people. 

With 17 great Saint Sovereign Heavens dealing with Ye Yuan alone, even if Ye Yuan had exceedingly 

formidable abilities, he could forget about escaping too! 

Li Changsheng stared fixedly at Ye Yuan and gnashed his teeth in hatred as he said, “Lichang Sword has 

followed this chief for tens of thousands of years, becoming one of mind with me! But you actually 

destroyed it! Today, this chief is going to tear you to shreds so pay homage to my Lichang Sword!” 

This Lichang Sword was obtained by Li Changsheng in his sect. It had accompanied him for more than 

ten thousand years. 

Originally, by relying on his cultivation and the Lichang Sword, he was absolutely an invincible existence 

on this Rainclear Continent. 

But now … the Lichang Sword was actually shattered by the Dao tribulation! 



The fury in Li Changsheng’s heart could be imagined. 

These 17 great Saint Sovereign Heavens blocked off all of Ye Yuan’s escape routes. 

Ye Yuan appeared somewhat alone and helpless under their encirclement. 

However, he did not mind. He just looked at Li Changsheng and said with a faint smile, “Li Changsheng, 

do you really think that you’ve won?” 

“What a joke! The 17 of us dealing with you alone, if this can’t even take care of you, then this chief will 

knock himself out and die here today!” Li Changsheng said with a cold smile. 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned cold, and he said in a solemn voice, “Li Changsheng, Zhao Ding, this is 

Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s mountain pass gates. You all destroyed my Martial Secure Heavenly Sect 

at this place, massacring countless! Today, this Ye will kill you all here and pay homage to all of Martial 

Secure Heavenly Sect’s members’ spirits in heaven that died unjustly!” 

Li Changsheng laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Boy, did your head get spoiled from being 

smitten by Dao tribulation just now? With just you alone, you also want to destroy my Pill Alliance?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Who told you that I’m alone?” 

“Roar!” 

Ye Yuan raised his head and gave a long roar. The sound of a dragon roar surged to the sky, spreading 

extremely far and wide. 

In an instant, one powerful figure after another cut across the sky and arrived. 

Saint Exalt Bull Demon, Saint Exalt Great Roc, Saint Exalt Giant Ape, Saint Exalt Big Yellow … 

Myriad Demons Mountain’s 38 true spirit Saint Exalts had all arrived! 

On the other side, Saint Exalt Waycloud, Saint Exalt Skyfortune, and the other Five Great Heavenly 

Regions’ saint exalt powerhouses also appeared one after another! 

A total of 15 Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses came over at this side! 

There was also a group who was Luo Yunqing three people, as well as the Land of Heavenly South’s four 

great Saint Exalts. 

The Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses present reached a terrifying 60 people all at once! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2776: One Versus Sixty! 

“What’s going on with this astonishing aura?” 

“This seems like it’s all the auras of Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses! How many Saint Sovereign 

Heaven powerhouses there needs to be before they can give off such terrifying power?” 

“It’s the direction of the Martial Secure Branch. Something big must have happened!” 

... ... 
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One figure after another stood in the air, glaring like ravening tigers. 

With 60 Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses gathering together, the imposing momentum was 

surging. This was a grand event that had never happened on the Rainclear Continent! 

The impact was clear at a glance! 

This imposing surging momentum spread extremely far and wide, causing countless powerhouses to be 

shocked! 

Each and every one of the Pill Alliance’s Saint Sovereign Heavens’ eyes went wide! 

When were there so many Saint Sovereign Heavens on the Rainclear Continent? 

“Competing in numbers? Huhu, I’m really not afraid that you’re competing in numbers!” Ye Yuan looked 

at Li Changsheng and said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Li Changsheng’s expression was ugly to the extreme. 

He had secretly operated in the Rainclear Continent for more than ten thousand years and merely 

accumulated this much resources. 

Who knew that Ye Yuan actually created 60 Saint Sovereign Heavens in a short hundred plus years! 

A Saint Sovereign Heaven army! 

Was this fellow still human? 

What was even more damnable was that this guy just broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Each of his subordinates had looks of despair on their faces. 

That expression was incredibly similar to the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s disciples back then! 

Every dog had its day. This time, it was their turn to despair! 

Including Ye Yuan, there were 61 Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. This was nearly four times as 

many as the Pill Alliance! 

“Waycloud, why are you rebelling? What Ye Yuan can give you, this exalt can give you as well! Withdraw 

now. This exalt can swear a Heavenly Dao Oath to definitely assist you in stepping into upper Saint 

Sovereign Heaven in the future!” Li Changsheng looked towards Saint Exalt Waycloud and shouted 

fiercely. 

He could tell that these Saint Sovereign Heavens were scraped together, completely different from 

those he groomed. 

Scraping together meant that they were not of one heart! 

Therefore, as long as he made the other party disintegrate on their own, then there would be nothing to 

worry about. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud looked at Li Changsheng and could not help laughing as he said, “Li Changsheng, 

your head isn’t spoiled, right? These few years, you rear us Saint Sovereign Heavens in pens like pigs. Do 



you really think that we can’t tell? That’s right. You’re a grade five heavenly alchemist. But now, Ye Yuan 

stepped into Saint Exalt Heaven and is similarly a grade five heavenly alchemist! Why should this exalt 

work for you?” 

Saint Exalt Purplesun sneered and said, “Li Changsheng, put away these ulterior motives! We aren’t 

three-year-old children. How can we change our minds because of one sentence from you? Moreover, 

you take a look at this sky filled with Saint Exalt Heavens. Do you really think that you’re stronger than 

Ye Yuan?” 

These Saint Sovereign Heavens did not buy Li Changsheng’s promise at all! 

Every word uttered also pricked the heart. 

Li Changsheng’s face turned pitch black from listening. 

This was seriously too unexpected. He was completely unprepared. 

Who could have thought that so many Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses could actually appear on 

this resource-poor Rainclear Continent? 

Ye Yuan looked at Li Changsheng and said with a cold smile, “Li Changsheng, stop wasting your energy! A 

just cause enjoys abundant support, while an unjust cause finds little support! You possess powerful 

strength but want to enslave the Rainclear Continent. At this point, you still want to make them stand 

on your side?” 

“I’ve already made an agreement with all of the Saint Sovereign Heavens. After destroying the Pill 

Alliance, I’ll re-establish the Pill Pavilion and pass down the Dao teachings, letting everyone get the 

benefits of Alchemy Dao! Alchemy Dao is the king’s way. It should benefit the world and not become a 

tool to satisfy your ambitions! Moreover, in terms of Alchemy Dao ... I’ve already completely surpassed 

you!” 

When transcending the tribulation earlier, Li Changsheng took quite a few grade five heavenly pills too. 

Ye Yuan naturally took it into his sights. 

Although the quality of those heavenly pills was decent, it was as easy as blowing off dust for the 

present Ye Yuan to refine that quality of heavenly pills. 

He broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven. Although he was unable to refine true grade heavenly pills 

for the time being, ninth grade heavenly pills were not far beyond reach for him! 

Meanwhile, Li Changsheng was at the very most just the strength of seventh or eighth grade too. 

“Hahaha ...” 

Li Changsheng suddenly burst out laughing and said, “You aboriginals, do you really think that after 

breaking through to Saint Exalt Heaven, you’re this exalt’s match? This exalt’s background is big until 

you all can’t imagine it! Even 17 versus 61, do you all really think that this exalt has no chance of winning 

anymore?” 

After he was done talking, Li Changsheng’s aura suddenly skyrocketed. 



Around him, two power of rules fused into one, gradually condensing into a small golden sword! 

This small sword was identical with the Lichang Sword. 

Great Dao Transformation fourth form! 

The faces of the Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses present indeed changed. 

A grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven who comprehended Great Dao Transformation was no joke! 

Ye Yuan was indifferent and said with a faint smile, “You’re mistaken. It’s not 17 versus 61. It’s one 

versus 60! Big Yellow, I’ll leave this guy to you all. Regarding the others ... I alone will suffice!” 

Li Changsheng’s expression changed wildly, and at this moment, Ye Yuan had already moved! 

It was only to see his figure sway. A compact to the extreme sword light chopped towards Zhao Jian. 

Zhao Ding’s expression changed wildly, only feeling that this sword was simply unavoidable! 

Too strong! 

The Ye Yuan who broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, his strength was simply fearsome until it 

made people’s hair stand on end! 

Pffft! 

Without the slightest surprise, Zhao Jian was directly split in half by this sword! 

Zhao Ding was dead! 

Li Changsheng was greatly enraged and was just about to make a move when Big Yellow had already 

arrived! 

If these 60 people were all lower Saint Sovereign Heaven, Li Changsheng naturally would not be afraid. 

But unfortunately, there was still Big Yellow and Bull Demon, this kind of powerful Saint Exalt 

powerhouses. 

Especially Big Yellow, he killed his way into the top 1000 in the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s cultivation 

room. 

Being able to reach this level, Big Yellow was not the least bit inferior to the Hegemon level holy land’s Li 

Changsheng! 

No, one should say that he had already surpassed Li Changsheng by a lot! 

Because the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s might was far from what a measly little Extreme Medicine Sect 

could compare to. 

Therefore, he was equipped with the ability to jump realms and do battle too! 

In addition, Li Changsheng was implicated by Li Changsheng and suffered more than ten bolts of Dao 

tribulation. At this time, he was already seriously injured. 

With 60 fighting one ... it could not be described. 



At the same time Big Yellow made a move, Saint Exalt Bull Demon, Saint Exalt Waycloud, and the rest of 

the powerhouses also took action one after another. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud these people already broke through to middle Saint Sovereign Heaven too. 

Coupled with each person having a grandmist treasure, their combat power was not weak! 

With 60 people attacking at the same time, how shocking was the commotion! 

Li Changsheng only felt surges of power that could topple mountains and overturn the seas smash 

towards him. 

He wanted to run, but Big Yellow’s Coquettish Profligate Hoof was truly boundlessly coquettish. He had 

nowhere to run at all! 

Boom! 

Forcefully taking a hit, Li Changsheng was directly slammed flying out. 

Then one big move after another greeted him. 

Those powerhouses who were brought in from everywhere could not breathe for a long time when they 

saw this terrifying scene. 

Too strong! 

With 60 Saint Sovereign Heavens targeting one person at the same time. Even if you had exceedingly 

formidable means, what could you do? 

“This scene is truly unforgettable!” 

“60 Saint Exalts! This picture is too beautiful. I don’t dare to look away!” 

“Gang fight, it looks satisfying! This scene is much more enjoyable than whatever powerhouses 

exchanging moves!” 

... ... 

Seeing Li Changsheng getting pummeled, each and every one of these people, they were incredibly 

excited. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2777: Sacrificing Ones Life to Save Others! 

Above the void, sword images permeated! 

Ye Yuan’s one sword formation trapped 16 powerhouses! 

Eight Legions War Generals, their strength was even a level stronger than that Zhao Ding. 

Adding in the remaining branches’ alliance chiefs, this group of people’s strength was not weak! 

If it was a melee, Ye Yuan’s side would definitely have a lot of casualties. 
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Especially the Eight Legions War Generals, the eight people seemed to be of one body, advancing and 

retreating together. Their combat power was not the slightest bit weaker than an upper Saint Sovereign 

Heaven too. 

“True Soul Explosion!” 

Ye Yuan borrowed the sword formation and arrived not far from an alliance chief. Suddenly, he shouted 

and executed the origin divinity attack on him. 

That alliance chief’s figure turned sluggish, and he was immediately pierced through by more than a 

dozen transformed swords. 

The dead body fell with a loud bang. 

After breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, Ye Yuan’s chaos divine essence skyrocketed in 

strength and already reached peak middle Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

Even if the other party cultivated the Vajra Dharma Body, it was difficult to withstand too. 

Having Ye Yuan get close to you was a one-way road that led to death! 

With Ye Yuan’s current origin divinity strength, he could execute origin divinity attack within 500 feet. 

Coupled with an extremely fast movement technique, killing Saint Sovereign Heavens was not 

considered very hard to him. 

Like chopping and dicing vegetables, the remaining eight alliance chiefs were killed off by Ye Yuan very 

soon. 

However, the Eight Legions War Generals were extremely powerful. 

Although they were being suppressed, they could barely manage to withstand the power of the sword 

formation. 

“True Soul Explosion!” 

Ye Yuan launched an origin divinity attack against one of them. 

Suddenly, his expression changed, feeling that his origin divinity ran into a wall and actually suffered a 

backlash? 

“A puppet? These eight people’s origin divinities actually linked up as one. When you launch an origin 

divinity attack against one of them, it’s equivalent to facing eight people at the same time! This guy’s 

means are indeed extraordinary!” 

Suffering a hidden loss, it made Ye Yuan even more sure of Li Changsheng’s origins. 

However, not being able to use origin divinity attacks was fine too. 

Just using the All-Encompassing Sword Formation, Ye Yuan could eradicate the eight people too. It just 

took more time, that was all. 



On the other side, Li Changsheng fought one-against-60, being beaten until he spewed three liters of 

blood. 

Especially Big Yellow’s coquettish hoof, it simply came and went like a shadow, almost impossible to 

resist. 

Everyone said that it was hard for two fists to fight four hands, unless one was strong until they could 

instantly kill those in the same rank. Otherwise, facing so many Saint Sovereign Heavens, they could only 

take a beating. 

However, Li Changsheng was formidable too. 

In front of the attacks that made mountains cry out and the seas howl, he actually managed to hold on. 

“AHH!?You bunch of aboriginals, this exalt definitely won’t let you all off! Want to kill this exalt, then die 

together! Explode for me! Explode! EXPLODE!” 

Suddenly, Li Changsheng roared wildly. A terrifying energy undulation made the expressions of all the 

Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse change one after another. 

The auras on the Eight Legions War Generals became extremely unstable. 

Their bodies started inflating all of a sudden like balloons being pumped with air. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed wildly, an extremely dangerous feeling assaulting him. 

These guys were going to self-detonate! 

“Quickly spread out!” 

Ye Yuan roared wildly at the sky, his figure instantly disappearing. 

The 60 Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses scattered and fled in all directions virtually at once. 

However, it was already too late! 

Bang, bang, bang?… 

The bodies of the Eight Legions War Generals exploded with a loud bang. There seemed to be an 

additional sun above the sky! 

A terrifying to the extreme energy filled every region of space. 

There was no way of dodging at all! 

This energy undulation was enough to blow a grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven to death too! 

Furthermore, it was an indiscriminate attack. 

“Damn it! C-Can’t escape it!” 

The faces of those Saint Sovereign Heavens were full of despair. 

Everything happened too suddenly. They had no chance to escape at all. 



While right at this time, a giant mountain suddenly appeared out of thin air, blocking everyone’s figures! 

Boom! 

The intense explosion directly blasted the giant mountain away. 

A terrifying air billow blew everyone away. 

“Huah!” 

Ye Yuan directly vomited a large mouthful of blood, his figure whirling away into the distance like a kite 

with a broken strength. 

Li Changsheng suffered the aftermath of the shock too and directly spewed out a mouthful of blood. 

However, he laughed wildly and said,?“Hahaha?… Fool, to actually help this bunch of trash block the 

disaster, bearing most of the explosion himself! This exalt is leaving! Boy, I’ll definitely seek revenge for 

this enmity!” 

After he was done talking, Li Changsheng’s figure flashed, and he directly escaped into the void. 

If Ye Yuan really wanted to leave, he could have left. 

But at that moment just now, Ye Yuan used the Myriad Realms Mountain and blocked most of the 

explosion’s power. 

Otherwise, at least half of the Saint Sovereign Heavens present or more would probably have to die! 

“Master Ye!” 

Big Yellow’s expression changed wildly, chasing after Ye Yuan in haste. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan’s figure flashed, and he disappeared! 

Big Yellow’s expression changed again! 

Ye Yuan went to pursuit! 

That explosion just now, Ye Yuan’s injuries must be extremely severe. 

He actually disregarded his injuries and chased after Li Changsheng! 

There was no one who could keep up with Ye Yuan’s speed here. They could only passively watch the 

two people disappear. 

Looking in the direction Ye Yuan disappeared, Saint Exalt Waycloud sighed and said, “Younger Brother 

Ye is righteous!” 

Just now, he was closest to the center of the explosion. If not for Ye Yuan tanking most of the attack, he 

would have long died. 

Even so, he still suffered serious injuries. 

Everyone nodded one after another, agreeing greatly with Waycloud’s words. 



People were all selfish. Ye Yuan’s heart to seek revenge was stronger than anyone. 

If he escaped by himself just now, then go chase after Li Changsheng, he would be able to face the 

opponent with his strongest combat power. 

But he chose to save everyone! 

At the moment of life-and-death, Ye Yuan could make such a decision. This was absolutely not what 

everyone could make. 

At this moment, Ye Yuan used his actions and filled everyone with admiration! 

However, they were also powerless to help Ye Yuan with anything anymore. 

Although none of the Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses present died, the explosion earlier made 

them all sustain extremely serious injuries. 

“I hope that Younger Brother Ye can succeed in taking revenge!” Saint Exalt Bull Demon said with a sigh. 

They knew that if they did not kill Li Changsheng this time, they probably would not be able to kill him 

anymore again. 

A grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven, if he was at his peak state, even if it was Ye Yuan this 

heaven-defying existence, it was impossible to be his match too. 

… … 

On the other side, Ye Yuan chased after with all his strength while coughing blood. 

His injuries were too severe. Even his consciousness was somewhat blurry already. 

He used up all the heavenly imperial pills previously. 

Now, he could only rely on his willpower to hold on. 

But he understood that this was the one and only chance! 

Letting Li Changsheng go, the consequences would be too dreadful to contemplate! 

The explosion earlier, Li Changsheng suffered the aftermath too. Right now, he was very miserable too. 

The two people, one in the front and one behind, their speed was quick to the extreme. 

Li Changsheng was currently fleeing at high speed when suddenly, his expression changed, and he said 

in a cold voice, “This boy actually still chased after me!?Humph!?This aura is faintly discernible. He is 

already someone who’s about to die, and he actually still dares to chase after. You really think that this 

exalt can’t kill you?” 

Although he said so, Li Changsheng did not dare to stop. 

There were still many Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses at the back. If he was intercepted, he would 

really be dead for sure. 

He could feel that Ye Yuan’s aura was very weak. 



Clearly, the explosion earlier caused immense harm to Ye Yuan. 

As long as he dragged it out, Ye Yuan might just die himself. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2778: I Have a Sword! 

“How can he be so fast?” 

He did not escape very far when Li Changsheng discovered something amiss. 

Ye Yuan’s speed was too fast! 

At the rate of this speed, Ye Yuan would be able to catch up to him before long. 

Suddenly, Li Changsheng’s expression changed, and he cried out in surprise, “This boy gained 

enlightenment when … he broke through?” 

Nine laws Dao tribulation; the power was naturally extremely terrifying. Using nine chances to die and 

one chance to live to describe it was not overboard too. 

But, once the tribulation was successfully overcome, the benefits obtained would naturally be huge too. 

The more rules that descended, the closer the tribulation-taker would be to Heavenly Dao, and naturally 

the greater the inspiration too! 

When Ye Yuan was breaking through, his spatial rule comprehension was the deepest, directly reaching 

the fifth level! 

Li Changsheng secretly cussed, too monstrous! 

“If this boy doesn’t die, he will definitely be a mortal malady! Take your life while you’re ill! Since you 

dare to come, then this exalt will send you off!” 

Li Changsheng made his resolve and suddenly stopped his figure. 

The moment he stopped, Ye Yuan caught up in a few breaths. 

When Li Changsheng saw Ye Yuan, his heart immediately calmed down. 

The current Ye Yuan was covered in blood all over, his breathing slightly weak. 

He was still coughing blood non-stop. 

Clearly, the Eight Legions War Generals’ self-detonation earlier caused tremendous damage to Ye Yuan. 

“Hahaha?… with how dreadful you look, you also want to come and kill me?” Li Changsheng said with a 

loud laugh. 

Ye Yuan looked at Li Changsheng coldly and said in a solemn voice, “Today, you must die!” 

Li Changsheng was indifferent and could not help laughing as he said, “You’re only left with half a life 

now, and yet you’re actually still putting sham courage here!” 
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Ye Yuan held the Dragon Spring Sword in his hand and said with a pant, “I have a sword. It’s enough … to 

kill you!” 

The current Ye Yuan virtually could not even stand firm anymore, seeming like he might fall down at any 

moment. 

But, his gaze was incomparably firm. 

Not killing Li Changsheng, he swore not to return! 

Li Changsheng scoffed and said, “With just that sword formation of yours? It’s very strong, but don’t you 

forget; no matter how injured this exalt is, I’m also a grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven! Forget 

it. Since you came to seek death, then this exalt will send you off!” 

But Ye Yuan ignored him because he could no longer afford to drag it on. 

The Dragon Spring Sword in his hand was gently released, turning into nothingness. 

Then, the All-Encompassing Sacred Tree started growing, growing all the way until grand completion 

fourth form! 

In the breakthrough previously, Ye Yuan only had spatial rule that broke through to the fifth level. 

The other two Daos did not break through. 

Therefore, his Great Dao Transformation was still the fourth form. 

When Li Changsheng saw the situation, he could not help laughing and said, “I was wondering what 

trump card you have. It turns out that it’s this sword formation? Three laws transformation, grand 

completion fourth form, it’s indeed very strong. But, using it to kill me, it’s still insufficient!” 

He was naturally aware of the power of Ye Yuan’s sword formation. 

Previously, he used this sword formation and trapped 16 Saint Sovereign Heavens. There were even the 

Eight Legions War Generals among them! 

By relying on this sword formation, if Ye Yuan was at his peak state, he would indeed have the capability 

to fight with him. 

But sadly, with Ye Yuan’s current state, he could grind him down till death too! 

Ye Yuan still did not pay attention to him, the last divine essence in his body gushing out! 

“All-Encompassing Sacred Tree, Sword of Heaven Killing, condense!” 

At this time, the All-Encompassing Sacred Tree did not transform into a sword formation, but the entire 

trunk condensed into an enormous sword, emitting an aura that made people feel heart palpitations. 

When Li Changsheng saw this scene, his pupils constricted. 

This condensed long sword had an awe-inspiring sword energy. The sword intent it exuded rose straight 

to the firmament. 

Extremely far away, the group of Saint Sovereign Heavens felt this astonishing sword energy too! 



“What a strong sword energy!” 

“This seems like … it’s Ye Yuan’s sword energy! We can even feel it from such a distance; it’s too 

terrifying!” 

“Sword intent soaring to the sky, rising straight to the firmament! Is this sword … going to poke a hole in 

the sky?” 

… … 

Each and every one of these Saint Sovereign Heavens turned pale with fright. It was truly that this sword 

was too terrifying! 

When the two people left earlier, they had to at least escape more than several hundred miles away 

too! 

This astonishing sword intent could actually spread so far. One could only imagine how terrifying it was. 

Currently, countless powerhouses felt this terrifying sword intent. 

The Rainclear Continent was in an uproar! 

Sword energy spanning unobstructed for 100 thousand miles, one sword light making 19 continents feel 

a chill! 

It was talking about Ye Yuan’s current sword! 

This was also Ye Yuan’s greatest killing move! 

Ye Yuan’s Great Dao Transformation, All-Encompassing Sacred Tree, had always condensed transformed 

swords from leaves, but he had never utilized the trunk before! 

This was his ultimate move and also a move that bet his future! 

The sword’s name ‘Heaven Killing’ was more than just talk! 

This move could virtually leapfrog realms to kill the enemy. It was too heaven-defying! 

After he cultivated to an extremely high realm, he might really be able to actually poke a hole in the sky! 

And once this move was unleashed, his Dao would also trigger the wrath of Heavenly Dao, thus 

shattering his Dao. 

Once this move was unleashed, the All-Encompassing Sacred Tree would be annihilated! 

So, unless it was a last resort, Ye Yuan would not use this move. 

But currently, he could not care less about it anymore. 

Li Changsheng, who was opposite of him, was still mocking Ye Yuan a moment ago. But at this time, his 

expression changed wildly. 

This sword, forget about him right now. Even at his peak state, he could not receive it too! 

Too horrifying! 



Before the sword was unsheathed, he already felt that his body was about to be sliced into countless 

pieces! 

“Lunatic! You’re a complete and utter mad man! Using this move, your Dao will completely crumble!” Li 

Changsheng screamed shrilly. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “So what? Sect Master, this Ye will repay the Martial Secure 

Heavenly Sect with this sword today! Your spirits in heaven can rest in peace!” 

Finished saying, he used the last bit of his strength and unleashed the Sword of Heaven Killing! 

Swish! 

The sword light flashed past, Li Changsheng’s body was directly sliced into countless pieces without even 

having time to scream out. 

To this sword, Li Changsheng was merely an ant! 

After Ye Yuan unleashed this sword, his entire person fell down, without the slightest strength in his 

entire body anymore! 

Li Changsheng was already dead, but the Sword of Heaven Killing was not extinguished but flew straight 

toward the sky. 

Crack! Crack! 

Above the void, lightning flashed and appeared. 

Suddenly, a bolt out of the blue fell down! 

Boom! 

The Sword of Heaven Killing exploded with a loud bang! 

Everything dissipated into nothing. 

Ye Yuan coughed, vomiting out a large mouthful of fresh blood, then fell unconscious. 

… … 

Very soon, Big Yellow’s figure landed. 

When he saw Ye Yuan’s miserable state, his heart could not help twitching. 

“Senior, he …” 

Mi Tian gave a long sigh and said, “He’s fine, but his road of martial arts … has probably been cut off!” 

Big Yellow’s expression changed, and he said, “This … How is this possible?” 

Mi Tian said, “This old man also didn’t expect that this boy’s transformed sword is actually so heaven-

defying! Sword of Heaven Killing,?heh heh,?what a fine Sword of Heaven Killing! However, he incurred 

Heaven’s jealousy before achieving success! His transformed sword is destroyed! Without the 



recognition of Heavenly Dao, he won’t be able to condense the transformation sword anymore in the 

future! With Martial Dao not taking form, what difference is there from ordinary people?” 

Monstrous waves were set off in Big Yellow’s heart! 

Transformation sword incurring Heaven’s jealousy! 

How heaven-defying was Master Ye’s sword? 

No wonder he could bring down nine laws Dao tribulation! 

But now, how would Master Ye’s road in the future be decided? 

Without the transformation sword, could he still match up to those peerless heaven’s chosen? 

With Master Ye’s pride, he must be unable to bear it, right? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2779: : Immense Wealth 

On Flowing Cloud Peak at Martial Secure Heavenly Sect. 

Ye Yuan stood in the air, three rules revolving around him indeterminately. 

But these three power of rules became distinct from each other and were unable to merge. 

Buzz! 

The three power of rules dissipated with a loud bang. Ye Yuan looked into the distance, his eyes 

somewhat in a daze. 

Sure enough, it still could not work! 

“Master Ye, it still doesn’t work?” Big Yellow said with a guilty look. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “There seems to be an invisible barrier between the rules. 

Furthermore, I’m unable to sense the power of rules anymore.” 

Being unable to sense the power of rules meant no longer being able to cultivate! 

A peerless heaven’s chosen of his generation was actually unable to cultivate. How great a blow did this 

have to be! 

Big Yellow’s expression changed, and he said, “Master Ye, it … it’s all Big Yellow’s fault for being 

useless!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Big Yellow and said with a smile, “This enmity is my Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s 

enmity. It has nothing to do with the Myriad Demons Mountain. This Ye is already endlessly grateful that 

you all could act to help me. This has nothing to do with you all.” 

“B-But, Master Ye, you …” Big Yellow felt his heart ache. 

He desperately wanted to follow Ye Yuan’s footsteps, but in the end, Ye Yuan blocked the deadly blow 

for them, resulting in him sustaining serious injuries. 
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If not for this, Ye Yuan also would not have gone so far as to kill Li Changsheng with the transformation 

sword as the price. 

Martial Secure’s battle shocked the continent! 

With Ye Yuan killing Changsheng with one sword, this was passed from mouth to mouth with 

approbation in the entire continent. 

It was also this sword that ended the Pill Alliance’s rule, completely liberating the various major sects. 

For some time, Ye Yuan’s prestige had no equal. 

But, extremely few people knew that after this battle, Ye Yuan could no longer cultivate. 

Losing Heavenly Dao’s approval, one would be a cripple! 

Ye Yuan was not discouraged and smiled, saying with boundless heroism, “I, Ye Yuan, have always been 

going against heaven throughout my life! My Dao doesn’t need anyone to approve it!” 

Big Yellow looked at Ye Yuan in a daze, somewhat absent-minded for a while. 

Ye Yuan’s performance was far from what he imagined. There was actually no decadent at all. 

The more one was a heaven’s chosen, the harder it would be to bear it after encountering this sort of 

blow, never to recover henceforth. 

But Ye Yuan behaved like it had nothing to do with him. 

It was not just that. He felt that Ye Yuan seemed to have more drive and was more spirited than before! 

Could it be that this guy did not know that he could no longer cultivate? 

“What did they all say about my proposal?” Ye Yuan did not care about this and asked Big Yellow. 

But Big Yellow frowned and said with displeasure, “This bunch of guys are really ingrates! If not for 

Master Ye, they would have long died! Now, they actually don’t even agree to this little request!” 

Ye Yuan seemed to have long expected it and said coolly, “What did they say?” 

Big Yellow said indignantly, “They said that ascenders are ascenders. They are bumpkins! Now, the five 

great heavenly sects exist only in name. They can give them a place for the sects. The rest have to be 

handed over! Furthermore, they will strictly control ascenders!” 

After the great battle, Ye Yuan proposed that the Rainclear Continent no longer be divided into native 

factions and ascenders in the future. 

Ascenders could enter the major heavenly sects to cultivate. 

Presently, of the Five Light Heavenly Region’s former five great heavenly sects, there was only Luo 

Yunqing, one Saint Sovereign Heaven left. 

Ascender Saint Sovereign Heavens only had a scanty three people too. 

And native Saint Sovereign Heavens occupied an absolute advantage. 



Therefore, they did not want to share with ascenders the benefits at all, wanting to take the opportunity 

to completely throttle ascenders dead. 

It was also that they were somewhat apprehensive of the Myriad Demons Mountain behind Ye Yuan. 

Otherwise, they would have probably directly shed all pretenses of cordiality. 

Once Li Changsheng died, all parties lost the common enemy. These Saint Sovereign Heavens started 

pursuing their own interests one after another. 

Of course, the more important reason was that they knew that Ye Yuan had already become a cripple. 

Although the current Ye Yuan was still Saint Sovereign Heaven Realm, he was unable to execute Great 

Dao Transformation, his combat power being greatly reduced. 

They were no longer afraid of Ye Yuan. 

A genius with no future, then there was nothing to fear. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Have you found the Pill Alliance’s headquarters?” 

Big Yellow said, “Found it!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “Come, go take a look!” 

… … 

A group of people landed among green mountains and blue waters with unstoppable momentum. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud, Saint Exalt Skyfortune, Saint Exalt Bull Demon, and many top powerhouses were 

shockingly present. 

The place was called Chilian Gorge, a very remote place. 

No one thought that Li Changsheng actually set the headquarters up here. 

However, at this time, the gazes of Saint Exalt Waycloud and the rest when looking toward Ye Yuan was 

somewhat strange and a little … contemptuous. 

The atmosphere was a little awkward. 

“Tsk tsk,?Li Changsheng this fellow is really capable, setting up such a large formation, completely 

covering up the mountain pass gates. If not for fumbling over through the transmission array, we 

couldn’t have found it at all!” Saint Exalt Waycloud said. 

With regards to Li Changsheng’s means, they still rather admired it. 

Regardless of whether it was alchemy or the Eight Legions War Generals, or currently this mountain pass 

gates, all of them demonstrated his power. 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune said, “We raided 14 Pill Alliance’s branches and obtained great benefits! However, 

over these ten thousand years, most of the wealth that Li Changsheng accumulated is likely hidden in 

this place. Most likely … it’s an astronomical figure!” 



With the Pill Alliance being destroyed, the 14 branches had no leader and could naturally be at other 

people’s mercy. 

The group of saint exalts were not courteous either, completely wiping out the 14 branches, obtaining 

tremendous benefits. 

But everyone knew that the real treasure was here! 

The group of Saint Sovereign Heavens was brave due to their great ability, and they directly barged into 

the mountain pass gates. 

With Saint Sovereign Heavens being completely wiped out, everyone in the Pill Alliance had long since 

dispersed. 

At this time, it was a wasteland at the mountain pass gates. 

The group of powerhouses turned the Pill Alliance upside down and finally found a cave in the back 

mountain. 

Powerful restrictions were placed outside of the cave. 

Breaking these restrictions were nothing to the Saint Sovereign Heavens present. 

The party entered the cave, and each and every one of them was immediately stunned. 

As far as the eyes could see, there were countless precious treasures in the cave! 

Countless heavenly crystals were piled up everywhere! 

The wealth here could really be described using astronomical numbers! 

When the Saint Sovereign Heavens saw these treasures, their eyes turned green. 

The powerhouses present had never seen before so much fortune in their lives. 

“This Li Changsheng is really unscrupulous, to have actually accumulated such a frightening wealth!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud exclaimed. 

Everyone nodded one after another. This wealth added up was even more than the ones obtained in the 

Labyrinth Divine Palace! 

Using this wealth to nurture another several dozen Saint Sovereign Heavens was more than plenty! 

“Now, shouldn’t we discuss how to allocate these fortunes?” Saint Exalt Skyfortune said. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud gave Ye Yuan a meaningful glance and said with a smile, “Although these fortunes 

are Li Changsheng’s, they are actually all plundered from our various major heavenly sects! Therefore, I 

suggest to distribute these fortunes with the strength of the sects!” 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune smiled coldly and said,?“Huhu,?Waycloud, you really calculated well! In this place, 

your Seven-star Heavenly Sect is the strongest. You mean that you’re taking the largest share?” 

Apart from Saint Exalt Waycloud, the Seven-star Heavenly Sect still had another Saint Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouse! 



Therefore, they were the strongest! 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s distribution method was naturally the Seven-star Heavenly Sect gaining a big 

advantage. How could the others be willing to comply? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2780: Burning the Bridge After Crossing It! 

“Skyfortune, you’re wrong! The strongest one here isn’t our Seven-star Heavenly Sect, but the Myriad 

Demons Mountain! Saint Exalt Bull Demon, these fortunes, your Myriad Demons Mountain can take 

50% of it! How’s that?” Saint Exalt Waycloud looked toward Saint Exalt Bull Demon and said with a 

smile. 

There were no fools present. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud was using 50% of the wealth to buy over the Myriad Demons Mountain! 

The strength of the humans was indeed not considered strong, but they were all veteran Saint Sovereign 

Heavens. 

Meanwhile, the vast majority of the Myriad Demons Mountain’s Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses 

had just broken through not long ago. 

If war really broke out, both sides would inevitably suffer heavy casualties. 

Both sides had a score about this in their hearts. 

And in the wake of Ye Yuan’s road of martial arts being cut off, the disagreements between Saint Exalt 

Waycloud and co., and the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect, became greater and greater. 

Clearly, Waycloud these people did not intend to give ascenders a way out. 

As for these fortunes, they probably had no plans of giving it to the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect too. 

“This ...” Saint Exalt Bull Demon looked at Ye Yuan and could not help revealing a hesitant look. 

Got to admit, 50% of the wealth was very tempting! 

The wealth that Li Changsheng accumulated over ten thousand years was sufficient to move any Saint 

Sovereign Heaven. 

When Big Yellow saw Saint Exalt Bull Demon hesitate, he could not resist saying, “Lord Bull Demon! 

Without Master Ye, could our Myriad Demons Mountain have today’s glory? Without Master Ye, could 

we have resisted the Eight Legions War Generals’ self-detonation? Could it be that at this time, you want 

to go back on your word and forget your benefactor?” 

The moment Saint Exalt Bull Demon heard, he became even more hesitant. 

But Waycloud smiled and said, “Fellow Daoist Big Yellow, your words are wrong! Master Ye helped you 

all refine heavenly pills and created dozens of saint exalts. He harbored selfish motives to begin with! He 

only wanted to borrow your strength to take revenge on Li Changsheng. Now, the great enmity has been 
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avenged. You guys owe each other nothing. How can it be going back on your word and forgetting your 

benefactor?” 

By the side, Luo Yunqing exploded with anger and berated angrily, “Waycloud, you villain who kicks 

someone to the curb after they’ve outlived their usefulness! If not for Ye Yuan blocking the Eight Legions 

War Generals’ self-detonation for us, would it still be your turn to spout a stream of empty rhetoric 

here? Also, have you forgotten who brought you out of the Labyrinth Divine Palace?!” 

The events in the Labyrinth Divine Palace was no secret. Luo Yunqing also heard about it afterward. 

But Waycloud did not agree and said, “Everyone was just making use of each other; that’s all. Didn’t he 

save this exalt in order to borrow this exalt’s strength? Now, his road of martial arts has already been 

cut off. Distributing this wealth has no use too. So, there’s naturally no need to distribute it either. What 

do you think, Fellow Daoist Bull Demon?” 

In the end, Waycloud still threw the problem to Bull Demon. 

This was because his decision was pivotal. 

Waycloud also perceived that among the Myriad Demons Mountain’s 38 Saint Exalt powerhouses, there 

were many who were moved by the wealth. 

Saint Exalt Bull Demon was naturally moved too. It was just that it was hard for him to open his mouth 

owing to Ye Yuan’s face. 

In reality, when he was hesitating, it already showed that he had forsaken Ye Yuan. 

Someone whose road of martial arts had been severed, the person no longer had any value to exploit. 

“Lord Bull Demon!” Big Yellow shouted angrily. 

Saint Exalt Bull Demon gave Ye Yuan a glance and discovered that Ye Yuan had an indifferent face. 

It was as if he was an uninvolved person with regards to the present situation. 

Ye Yuan did not say anything from start to end. 

Very clearly, he himself had also given up on himself. 

Those present were all Rainclear Continent’s overlord figures. They had seen before God knows how 

many geniuses. 

Ye Yuan this kind of peerless heaven’s chosen was enough to sweep across the contemporary era. 

But the road of martial arts being severed would undoubtedly give him a heavy blow. 

He was also clear that if Ye Yuan’s road of martial arts was not severed, Waycloud naturally would not 

dare to make trouble. 

In the end, it was still strength! 

These few years, under Ye Yuan’s help, Saint Exalt Bull Demon’s strength advanced by leaps and bounds. 

This allowed him to see a greater future! 



Perhaps, he could also reach True Sovereign Heaven one day in the future? 

Being in possession of so much wealth, he might have some hope! 

Saint Exalt Bull Demon nodded and said, “I agree! However, our Myriad Demons Mountain wants 60%!” 

The moment these words came out, the faces of the Five Great Heavenly Regions’ Saint Sovereign 

Heavens changed one after another. 

This 60% represented countless wealth! 

Waycloud also gritted his teeth and said with a nod, “Okay! 60% it is! The remaining 40%, our Seven-star 

Heavenly Sect wants 15%, the rest, your various sects divide equally! Do you all have objections?” 

When he said this, Waycloud naturally filtered out Ye Yuan and the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect too. 

The various sects that he was talking about naturally did not include the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect. 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune thought about it and shook his head and said, “I don’t have objections!” 

Saint Exalt Purplesun said, “I have no objections too!” 

But when Waycloud saw the situation, he looked toward Ye Yuan and said with a smile, “Ye Yuan, we’ve 

discussed your view! Ascenders are ascenders. What right do foreigners have to gain a foothold in the 

Five Great Heavenly Regions? However, we’re not unreasonable people either. You’ve rendered great 

contributions to destroying the Pill Alliance. So, you all, these ascenders, withdraw to the Land of 

Heavenly South. We won’t make things difficult for you all.” 

Waycloud these people clearly came prepared. 

They were going to drive all of the ascenders to the Land of Heavenly South. 

The Land of Heavenly South’s Saint Sovereign Heavens and Luo Yunqing, these people, all broke through 

not long ago. Their strength was too lousy. 

If they were really unwilling, once a battle broke out, it was likely that Ye Yuan would not be able to 

protect them at all with his remaining strength. 

Therefore, they ascertained that Ye Yuan only had this path, that was to agree. 

Furthermore, they did not plan on sharing this enormous wealth with Ye Yuan’s side. 

“You all are bullying people too far! Do you really think that we’re scared of you?” 

Luo Yunqing could not hold back anymore, and his long sword immediately unsheathed! 

Waycloud had a disdainful look and directly smacked a palm over. 

At the same time, Big Yellow also gave no chance to explain and kicked a hoof towards Saint Exalt 

Waycloud. 

Bang! 

Waycloud only felt a tremendous force transmit over, directly being kicked flying by Big Yellow. 



He was not Big Yellow’s match alone. 

The present Big Yellow needed at least three to five people joining hands before he could be dealt with. 

Big Yellow looked at Waycloud coldly and said in a solemn voice, “All of you ungrateful villains that 

forget kindness! Do you really think that this exalt is to be trifled with? Today, even if I fight it out till the 

bitter end, this exalt will also take care of you all!” 

In the next moment, Big Yellow erupted with a powerful pressure, making the faces of everyone present 

change one after another. 

Big Yellow’s strength was known to the people present. 

Even Saint Exalt Bull Demon was also not his match currently. 

If he was to really go nuts, dragging several Saint Sovereign Heavens down was all too normal. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly stepped forward, patted Big Yellow on the shoulder, and said 

with a smile, “Alright. Big Yellow, let’s go! This wealth is merely worldly possessions. They are useless. 

Remember, strength is the king’s way!” 

Big Yellow’s expression changed, and he said in a solemn voice, “Master Ye, what ... do you mean by 

this?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Give these things to them. In the future, when they beg to deliver it in front of 

me, I’ll still have to consider it! There’s also no problem with them making us withdraw out of the Five 

Great Heavenly Regions. Let’s return to Heavenly South!” 

“What?!” Big Yellow and Luo Yunqing said in unison, both surprised to the extreme. 

Even Saint Exalt Waycloud and Saint Exalt Bull Demon they all had disbelieving faces too. 

Ye Yuan actually really agreed! 


